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Thewhippetywood, United States, 2013. Paperback. Book Condition: New. 212 x 208 mm. Language:
English . Brand New Book ***** Print on Demand *****.What will you find in the Whippety Wood?
From a merry acorn fairy to Zillo the zebra unicorn, young children are certain to discover the
magic of nature, while they also master every letter of the alphabet. With whimsy and wonder, ABC
s From The Whippety Wood is a delightful teaching tool for children ages three to six years old that
vividly showcases each alphabet letter, as well as the beauty of nature. This vibrantly illustrated
children s picture book by Pamela Harden will inspire a deeper appreciation of the natural world,
while it teaches children the fundamentals of language in a way that is engaging, entertaining, and
enlightening. ABC s From The Whippety Wood introduces twenty-six colorful characters, one for
each letter of the alphabet. Brought to life with fanciful illustrations, these fairies, animals, and
plants represented are all found in the mythical Whippety Wood of Scotland. Children will meet
charming animals like Bertie Badger, who drives a new motorcar; PiiPing Panda, who has a
passion for peppermint; and the regal Edmund Eagle who watches over the...
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Absolutely among the best book We have ever study. It is actually writter in easy words instead of hard to understand. I found out this publication from my i
and dad encouraged this book to find out.
-- K r istina  Rippin-- K r istina  Rippin

Comprehensive manual for pdf fans. It is full of wisdom and knowledge You will like how the writer publish this book.
-- Mr . Ez equiel Rolfson-- Mr . Ez equiel Rolfson
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